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there is ever need of proper dress. We cater especially ;
•
•
•
;
•
•
•
i
•

to the clothing needs ol college men -- do particular
custom work for the hard-to-please— and have in stock
at all times a splendii line of very newest Furnishings.
Our new location 26 State Street —is just below
the East Side drug store. We're easy to find and we're
always glad to have callers.
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• PULLEN & COMPANY,:
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26 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
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3'famous Lines of Shoes
NOW CONTROLLED BY

JOHN CONNERS
40 11AIN ST., BANGOR.
First

The Celebrated Humanic Shoe,
Price, $4.00 Net.

Second
Third

The Hathaway, Soule 8.c Harrington.
The Celebrated Elite, $3.50 Shoes.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
ABOVE SHOES IN BANGOR.

_.

•
me ..
Printi
ng
,., . .
Commercial Office
MAIN STREET
BANGOR

Ten Per Cent. Discount to U. of M. Students.

Students, patronize those who patronize us.

_

I
THE CAMPUS

The University of Maine
AO.
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A Public Institution Maintained by the State an(I
General Government
+

Undergraduate Courses
are: Classical, Latin-Scientific, Scientific, Chemical, Agricultural, Preparatory
Medical; Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Pharmacy (4 years),
Pharmacy (2 years); Short and special Courses in Agriculture; Military Drill.

Expenses
for university fees, board and rooms, $176.50. Loans covering tuition, are
provided for needy students. A new dormitory for women. Rooms in the
dormitories are free.

The School of Law,
at Bangor, offers a course of three years.
resident, and six other instructors.

The tuition charge is $60. Three

The Faculty
includes 52 names; students number 355.

The EquipEraent
includes 18 buildings large and small, 9 well equipped laboratories, the museum,
the herbarium, the shops, and library.
For illustrated catalogue, and circulars, address

A. W. HARRIS, President, Orono, Me.
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FOX & ADAMS,

75 PER CENT.

Fancy Bakers and Caterers.

College Annuals

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

.FDI:

New England
Middle States

Confectionery, Ice

Cream,

Etc.

AND

Ladies' and Gents' Cafe Connected.
Meals at all Hours.

I lave been illustrated this year with
plates made by

27 Main St.,

Engraving
The Suffolk
AND
Electrotype Company

=

=

Bangor, Me

E. T. FERNALD,

234=236 Congress Street,
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS.
Branch Office, 275 Washington Street.

Merchant Callor,

QUALITY COUNTS.

GRANITE BLOCK.
•
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1 Furniture Co.,I
PRESCOTT

•

G. B. FREELAND, Prop! ictoi

•

We do up to date
Tailoring in all its
branches.

Foreign and Domestic Woolens.
CONFIRMED STYLES.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Cash discount of ten per cent. to students.

DEALERS IN

Furniture, Upholstery Goods, I
Mattresses, Feathers,
Mirrors, Spring Beds, Etc.

GRANITE BLOCK,
EAST MARKET SQUARE,

E. F. bILLINGHAM,

BANGOR

STERLING SILVER

SUCCESSOR TO
DAVID BUGBEE & CO.

Special Discount to Students.
/ NOS. 24 AND 26 CENTRAL STREET i
+
•
BANGOR ME.
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BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
13 Hammond Street,

FINE ENGRAVING.

Advertisers want to know if their advertisement is noticed by the students.

Bangor

THE CAMPUS
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Us Five

Minutes of your time to read this ad. Are you not coming in soon for your new

41
SUIT and TOP COAT? cie
da
+
+ We have so many handsome garments full of style and snap that we want you to see them

before you buy
We won't say that our prices are the lowest, it is too old a story. Compare our expenses with our competi
--ttr_ _ tors and it will take very little reasoning to convince you which can sell cheapest.

7r
+

We wha do our work ourselves in our own store or they who pay exorbitant store rents,
clerk salaries and costly newspaper advertising. See the point?

4
4 The fact is that any man who buys his clothing without first coming
:3 here, does his pocketbook a serious
injury. We want to sell you all you need

Custom made or Ready made Clothing
41

Boots and Shoc

i1tL

and Caps°

all the Smartest Things out in Haberdashery.
We know we can save you money. A honatide to per cent discount to the students and faculty on everything
t
-r- hut Rubber Goods and Custom Work. Trade here and you will discover a long stretch to each of your dollar
41
LEVEILLE BROS, The Wide-Awake C1otl1ter3

NEAR MANE

E

Eikn

630i.09 NAME
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Our Hoilday Line
IS NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPEC=
TION, EVERYTHING IN

Cotrell & Leonard,
472 to 478 Broadway, ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF

Caps, gowns and boods
to Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, University of
New York, Wellesley, University of Chicago, University
of Michigan, University of Minn., University of Wis., ,
Williams, Dartmouth, Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, University of Vt., Johns Hopkins, Mt. Holyoke College,
Bates, Colby, Bowdoin and others.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples. ''leasure Blanks, etc.,
on Application
Makers Under the New Inter-Collegiate

Cap, Gown and Hood System.
(towns for the Pulpit and Bench

Steins,
Tobacco Jars,
Ash Trays,
Reading Lamps,
Toys,
Games,
Chafing Dishes
AND
Xmas Novelties
Your Patronage Is Solicited.

BANGOR DEPT. STORE,
52 MAIN ST.,

A. B. CRAGIN, Mgr.

Students, patronize those who patronize us.

BANGOR

THA CAMPUS

C. A. LYON & CO.

3. I. T. Wererling,

INTERIOR DECORATORS.

(henna Cafe, it

Fine Carpets,
Rugs,
Draperies AND
Wail Papers.

al Main Street, Bangor, Maine.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

The Bridge Teachers' Agencies,
C. A. SCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
College, Academic and High School Work a Specialty
Agency Manual free on application.
OFFICES: 2A BEACON ST. , BOSTON
Y. M. C. A. BLD., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WE ARE
The only people in Bangor who make a
specialty of FINE WORK at popular
prices.

THE FISK TEACHERS AGENCIES.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
156 Filth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1505 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.
203 Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
4 Evans' Building, Oskaloosa. Iowa.
414 Century Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
533 Cooper Building. Denver, Colo.
420 Parrott Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
52.5 Sthnson Block, Los Angele8,Cal
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Ready
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Special Prices for students of the U of M.

58 Main Street,

-

-

Bangor.

1. 1. 1. 1.. 1..

Made Clothing

or 6ents or Ladies.

e-7}

'
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Custom Made Clothing

ALL KINDS
AT ALL PRICES.

The best and most up-to-date establishment east of Boston is

Xnattlet jOr

20 and 22 State Street,

Bangor, Me.

TEN PEN CENT. DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
(SPECIAL SALES EXCEPTED)

Free pressing ticket with $12.00 suit or overcoat can be obtained for the asking.

er444444++44444444444444+44+44444444644444444
Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.

THE CAMPUS

JAMES A ROBINSON & SON. the
Custom tailors,

0000000000•00

Walk= Over $3.50.
Shoe

Manufacturers of Fine Ready Made Clothing,
U. of M. Cadet Uniforms, and Cos-

0000000000000

tumes of all kinds.

$5.00 Quality in Caii, Patent
Leather and Calf for $3.50.

Our Men's Furnishing Department
IS COMPLETE WITH ALL THE
NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON.

We have a new Shining Stand.

If there is anything new in the market we
are sure to have it.

.. . FREE

SHINE ...

TO ALL OUR PATRONS.

Special Discount of to per cent. to all
students.

Mitchell

JAMES A. ROBINSON & SON,

Sign

Manufacturing Clothiers,

Chissell,

of the Big Gold Boot,

60 MAIN STREET,

BANGOR, ME.

Bangor

Wheelwright & Clark's Block,

•
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U-P1-DEE.
A new Co-ed has alighted in town.
U-pi•da!
401
In an up-to-datest tailor-made gown,U-pi-cle-i-da!
The
u uboeLsr e
i wsi:
uh
ld ant
u i.bu
tieuxislt00
:
,
saw
CHORUS.- 11..-pi-dee-i-dee•I-tia! etc.
Iler yoke is clear as a soaring lark's.
And her wit is like those trolley-car sparks!
\Vhen *a nes a muddy street she flits.
The boys all have conniption fits!
•"t"
4
.01,0
The turn of her head turns all ours, too,
0 0
There's always a strife to sit in her pew;
'Tis enough to make a parson drunk,
010
To hear her sing old co-ca-che-lunk!
0
The al,,se,and three ether NEW verses to U-PI-DEE.
••"1.• trid NEW WORDS, catchy, up-to-date, to many #0#
4
ahers of the popular OLD FAMILIAR TL'NES; beAdes(AV./RI
mil ['
TES ; and also many NEW SONGS.
., 0
SONGS OF ALL THE COLLEGES.
01." Copyright,
l'riee, $1.50, tostisaid.
iu.Ott#

IN. T. Worthley, Jr.,
Optical Specialist,
64

#9#

MAINE

-

BA -TH,

#17#
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BINDING,

IF YOU WANT A GOOD . . . .

Boys.

We do everything in the Hoe of Book Binding.
TRY
BANGOR, ME.

L4+4.mimm 444+mom64444•41.o•

PRINTER AND
BOOKBINDER.

••444
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. Bring in Your . .

150-152 EXCHANGE ST ,

HINDS & NOBLE, Publishers,
New York City.
Schoolbooks ofallfrublishers at one store,
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BANGOR,

Students, patronice those who patronize US.
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Che International
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Rooms

I

I Need a Toilet Set? Need a Slop Jar? I
E▪ Need a Cuspidor? Need a Lamp to
study by? You'll find the right thing
here at the price you want to pay.

r

P. H. VOSE & CO.,
E 59 MAIN STREET,

Originators of Education by mail

Of Scranton, Penn.
up capital . ▪ . p1,500,000
OVER A QUARTER OF A MILLION

78 DIFFERENT COURSES 78
Price of Courses Reasonable
Terms of Payment Easy
For full particulars and a free descriptive catalogue,call
or address the Bangor local office

main St., Room s, Bangor, me.

A. J. MILLETT, Mgr.

A. O. Wisc., Asst.

,,Walk in and look around."
UU111110

If you are looking for a Snit that
Fits and in every respect is to be

Custom Made,

THE NEW STYLES!
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
TAILOR-MADE CLOTHING
9111IERE is only one wa.
‘ to get an idea of the completeness of our stocks and the smallness of our prices,
and that is to spend a little time in the store. You are
welcome whether you buy or not. We are here to see
that you get what you want, when you want it and at the
right figures. NVe are not here to be undersold by anybody.

Miller & Webster Clothing Co.,

Ex(ept in Price,

P:Ilwin N. Miller.
.11,1111
Wvh-ter.

Inspect our Strictly lailor .1hae, Fine
Spring- Line—none be/ter.

J. Waterman,

23 Mercantile Square, Bangor

Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
FINE MILLINERY AND
FANCY GOODS.

..4 PRICTS ALL RIGHT. ot
W. H. HEALD,

1111 St., Orono.

IF YOU WANT

Strictly ()/i, Pi 1,

161=163=165

r

Exchange St., Bangor.

Coloring, Cleansing or Pressing,
DoN't FAIL To CALL ON

Boston Dye House Co.,
Special Discount to Students.

Pu

OF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

89

BANGOR. I
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101 CENTRAL STREET,

Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.

BANGOR, MAINE

M.
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THE CAMPUS
Published on the first and fifteenth of each month during
the college year by the students of the
University of Maine.
EDITORIAL STAFF.
MANAGING EDITOR.

FRED H. H. BOGART, 1901.

call
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see
the
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ORONO, ME., APRIL 15, 1901.

000

78

pus

ASSOCIATE EDITORS.
MARK J. BARTLETT, 1901.
ALSON H. ROBINSON, 1901.
SAMUEL D. THOMPSON, 1901.
PRANK W. KALLOM, 1902.
ALVIN M. WATSON, 1902.
RALPH M. CONNOR, 1903.
SANFoRD C. DINSMORE, 1903.
JOHN H. HILLIARD, 1903.
BUSINESS STAFF.
WALES R. BARTLETT, 1901, Asst.
1902,
P. EDWARD MCCARTHY,

Business Mgr.
Business Mgr.

going north, tom. of and 2om. past the hour; going
south, 2om. of and to m. past the hour.
MAtts-Leave Orono for points south and west at 6.30
A.M.; 12.40, 6.40 P.M. For points north at 6.30 A.M;
west
2.10 P.M. Arrive at Orono from points south and
1.10,
at
north
points
at 7.40 A M.; 3.30, 7.10 P.M. From
7.10 P.M.
The boats of the Boston & Bangor S. S. Co. leave
Bangor for Boston, stopping at Rockland and intermediate landings, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
2.00 P.M.

The college library is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.M. and
from 1.30 to 5.30 P.M.
The college office is open from 8.00 to 12.00 A.m., also
from 1.30 to 5.00 P.M., but only matters of special importance should be submitted during the latter hours.

EDITORIALS.

ITH this issue of TILE CAMPUS the present board of editors completes its work.
single
ce;
advan
in
y
strictl
Terms: $1.5o per year,
Throughout the year the support that
copies to cents.
been given us both by the alumni and
Address all business communications and make all has
general and as
checks payable to W. R. Bartlett, Business Manager, under-graduates has been as
Orono, Me.
hearty as we could have hoped for and we pass
are
i
alumn
and
ates
gradu
under
from
ons
Contributi
the work on into the hands of our successors
earnestly solicited. They should be addressed to the
with every desire for their success and the
Managing Editor.
expectation that those who have given to us
-class
second
Entered at the Post Office at Orono, Me.,as
such material assistance as came from the feel.
matter
mail
ing that the college paper was loyally supportPRINTED BY J. P. BASS & CO.
ed, will extend to the new board to an even
greater degree, this same spirit of appreciation
.
ORY
ECT
DIR
STUDENTS'
and co-operation.
9.57,
TRAINS-Leave Orono for Bangor at 6.46, 8.57,
10.52, A.M.; 12.45, 1.42, 2.52, 4.02, 7.12 P.M.
HERE is a growing interest in the interLeave Orono for points north of Old Town at 7.21 A.M.;
2.28, 5.04,6.53 P.M.
scholastic track and field meet which is
Leave Mingo' for Orono at 4.35, 7.00, 8.30, 11.30 A.M.;
to be held here on May 18, at which all
1.15, 2.05, 2.50, 3.10, 4.45, 5.30, 6.30, 11.05 P.M.
ls of eastern Maine
Leave Bangor for the south and west at 7.15 A.M.; 1.35, of the important fitting schoo
meet,
will compete. The primary object of this
8.099 11•45 P.M.
4.50
A.M.;
.30
9
6.00,
at
r
, is to
Leave Bangor for Bar Harbo
as is explained elsewhere in this issue
P.M.
each advance the interest of athletics in the preparaELECTRICS-Cars leave Bangor at 5.30 A.M. and
half hour thereafter until 9.00 P.M.; after 9.00 P.M. on tory schools of this section of the state, but one
even hours until moo P.M. Cars arrive at U. of M. fifty Of the important results will be to increase the
minutes after leaving Bangor. Cars pass the campus
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influence of this university among these schools
and to send away the men who shall visit us,
with new impressions of U. of M. as a college
and with more or less of a decision made as to
whether this institution is suited to their needs.
When this is considered, the importance is
plainly seen of giving to the visiting teams a
hearty welcome and of each student devoting
himself to the awakening of their interests in
this college. The criticism is sometimes made
that it is taking an unfair advantage of other
colleges to seek to get men especially interested in your own, but this notion is long since
out-of-date and in its teaching lacks every element of progressiveness. There will be men
who come to Orono in these visiting teams who
have developed an interest in electrical science
in the fitting school and it is nothing more than
common courtesy to such men to take sufficient
interest to show them our electrical equipment
and outline the work done here in that subject.
So with all the men, if the question was asked,
it would be learned undoubtedly that each was
interested especially in some department of
education and it would become our privilege to
show to each what facilities are provided at this
university for carrying forward his chosen line
of work. Every student here should remember
that the traveling expenses of the visiting teams
which must be borne by the schools which
compete, will seem very heavy to some of the
schools inasmuch as their previous expenditures
for athletics have been small. Now it will be
no more than fair to these men who are to be
our guests, or to Mr. Hayes who as the representative of the Athletic Association has had
this matter in charge, that we as students and
members of the association see that the fitting
school men have a good time on that day and
get big returns for their money. It will mean
a great deal to them and but a slight personal
effort among us students, to bring this thing
about. It may not bring a single man to U. of
M. as a direct result, but it will bring larger
returns in the added pleastfre we, ourselves, will

take on that day and will reflect credit upon
our college among those who will watch with
special interest our attitude towards these possible "Maine" men.

T was with a great deal of satisfaction that
the students heard of the change in the
plans of the foot-ball management which
provides for spring training under the direction
of Coach Farley. The impression will doubtless get abroad that because the coach is to be
with the men only three days, very little can be
accomplished and consequently it will make
little difference in the results next fall whether
a good turn-out is made next month or not.
But every man of any experience in foot-ball
knows better than this and those who have had
little or no experience should respect the opinions of their superiors and do their best to
make this new and radical change in the plans
for the preliminary training in foot-ball, a remarkable success.
It was with some uncertainty, that the committee of the Athletic Association which had
this matter in charge, decided to procure Mr.
Farley's services for a few days this spring. It
was a new thing for U. of M., the interests of
all were centered on other branches of athletics
and there were many expressions of doubt that
the men who should try for the team next fall
could be got out for work this spring. Whether
there was any ground for this fear remains to
be seen, but we feel certain that there was not.
Certainly there should not be for we owe it to
the coach himself, who has gone to much personal inconvenience to give us the advantage of
these few days of preparatory work, to give him
an enthusiastic reception and plenty of material
with which to work.
A point that it would be well to bear in
mind just here is that with the coming of Mr.
Farley, there will probably be inaugurated a
new system of play at U. of M. which will have
to be learned by both the old men and the new,
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This will put the men trying for the eleven of understood as predicting any such calamity for
1901 on a more even basis than has existed U. of M., but simply as issuing a warning
previously and may mean a decided change in against what m z:_g-ht result if the rumors above
the make-up of the team next fall. This should referred to were true. It is a matter in which
be an added incentive to those A'ho tried last it is best to abstain from all appearance of evil
fall and failed or who have never tried their and it should cause vigorous protest from every
abilitities in this game, to come out this spring, U. of M. man whenever any tendency to such
get acquainted with the new coach and his a destructive practice is found within the range
methods, and give him to understand that the of his disapproval.
foot-ball men at Maine lack nothing in enthu.4 Jig sic
siasm or willingness to work, but are rather to
be characterized by these very qualities.
HE fact that we are to have a first-class
coach in football next fall makes it
alks
eminently desirable that the entering
HAT foundation there may be to the class shall not only be as large as possible in
rumors that have been circulating dur- number, but that it contain a large percentage
ing the past month of fraternity com- of men that have had some experience in footto get the men
bines in class elections, we cannot say, but the ball. All we can do, of course,
seem to us as
existence of the rumor, it seems to us is evi- here, is to present to them what
after which the
dence of such a grave danger as to call for the advantages of our college,
of things, be one
vigorous protest. It is a recognized fact which matter must, from the nature
that in past years
has been learned to the sorrow of many a of free choice. Yet it is true
s themselves
promising college and university, that there is little has been done by the student
p of the freshno one agency that will destroy the unity and in this kind of work, the make-u
of conjecture to the
spirit in a college community so quickly as will man class being a matter
are published in the
the existence of clicks and combines in the students until their names
Such
college paper.
management of the numerous enterprises that October issue of the
, for although
are such an important part of the experiences should not be the case however
do everything in their
of a college course. It may be argued by the college authorities
applicants with the
some that no great harm can come from com- power to impress new
has to offer, yet they can
bines that are patched up for the time being advantages U. of M.
who have had sufficient
just to control the honors to be gained from only deal with those
the only method open to
some class function, and perhaps this is true; interest to apply and
this necessary interest is
but what of the ultimate results of the thing, them for creating
advertising. The students
that is a question that will bear a good deal of through expensive
have numerous opportunicareful thought. The common sense of every on the other hand,
that cannot be approached
student will answer for him that if this evil ties to reach men
of the college office, and
tendency is not stamped out .at once it will through the medium
that when such opportunnever cease its work till it has corrupted the care should be taken
ves, they be not allowed to
perfect management of every student activity ities present themsel
at this college and destroyed completely that pass unnoticed.
It is but vain repetition to state where many
"Maine spirit" which has caused so much favadvertising occur. There
orable comment in the past year, and which we of these chances for
of course, the musical
all of us desire to see remain forever a distinct- are the athletic teams
of members of the faculty to
ive honor to our college. We beg not to be clubs, the visits

T
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the preparatory schools, and this spring there have something to look back to in future years
is to be added the invitation track meet of the that will bring him by no means the least satisfitting schools of eastern Maine. All these faction of those things which he accomplished
enterprises exert an influence for the college during his life in college.
and those that carry them forward are directly
4414 1- 1responsible for what is accomplished through
MILITARY APPOINTMENT.
such agencies. But there is still another field
for work which seems to us to present great
By direction of the President of the United
opportunities, yet which is badly neglected.
States, under the provisions of the act of ConThis is found in the large number of high
gress approved November 3, 1893, General
schools and academies in Maine and the other
Benjamin P. Runkle, U. S. Army, is detailed
New England states that have representatives
the secretary of war as professor of military
here, yet never are reached by any of the by
and tactics at the University of Maine.
agencies mentioned above. This gives an ex- science
This university is required by law to provide
cellent chance for some men to do individual
instruction, and the President has been
work the benefits of which can not be estimated. military
officer of the U. S.
Take for instance the many high schools in accustomed to detail an
to the war with
Massachusetts that are represented in the pres- Army as instructor. Owing
Philippines, the
ent freshman class. Each student from such Spain and to operations in the
has undoubtedly friends at home who are still military instructorship has been vacant since
in the high school and who have not as yet the spring of 1898.
General Runkle was born in 1840, and comes
decided on the college they will attend. If
this is the case, then is there no reason why fi om an illustrious military family. His grandevery legitimate means should not be employed father was a colonel in the Continental army
to get such men to come to U. of M. What and a member of the staff of Gen. Washington,
this means shall be in any particular case, must and in every succeeding struggle of the Ameribe left to the discretion of the student. One can republic a representative of the family has
At the outplan already submitted by TIIE CAMPUS is to rendered distinguished service.
have a copy of the college annual at the various break of the Civil war, General Runkle \vas
schools that it is desired to reach; another that commissioned captain of the Thirteenth Ohio
has been suggested is for the students from Infantry, and later in the same year aftcr the
those schools that are without the direct influ- battle of Carnfex Ferry, was promoted to a
ence of the university, to make it a point to major. In the battle of Shiloh he was severely
have all copies of THE CAMPUS that contain wounded and left for dead upon the battlefield.
important athletic announcements brought to As soon as he could walk, and before his wound
the notice of their school friends at home. But had healed, he organized and led to batt:e the
the utility of these methods would in many Forty-fifth Ohio Infantry, and played an Active
cases be doubtful and the recourse of the stu- part in the Kentucky campaign under Generals
dent to personal correspondence become a Wright, Burnsides and Gilmore. During the
battle of Somerset, at the head of his regiment,
necessity.
After all, it is not the point to tell how it he broke and rebroke the Confederate lines, and
shall be done, but rather to impress some with greatly helped to secure the day for the Union
the need of such a work as we have outlined. forces. For this service he received the grateIt is a period of great progress with us just now ful commendation of his superiors. He dis.man who helps in the movement will played conspicuous bravery throughout his serand every
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RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE CAMPUS BOARD
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Wales R. Bartlett, Business Manager.

Mark J. Bartlett, Alumni.

Fred II. Bogart, Editor-in-Chief.

Samuel D. Thompson, Athletics.

vice, and maintained an active Fart until broken
down by old wounds. In recognition of his
gallantry, General Runkle was brevetted majorgeneral of volunteers and lieutenant-colonel
and, in 1867, colonel in the regular army. On
December 15, 1870, the wounds received during
his campaign necessitated his permanent retirement at the age of thirty years.
Gen. Runkle is a member of the Sons of the
American Revolution, a Knight Templar and a
Scottish Rite Mason of the 32nd degree. He
is a man of striking personality and sa rling
character. He is an alumnus and has been for
many years a member of the board of trustees of
Miami University. For the past fourteen
months he has occupied the professorship of
military science in Miami. General Runkle's
service in Orono will begin July I, 1901.

+44444°
EDITORIAL APPOINTMENTS.
The annual election of the editorial and business staff of THE CAMPUS for the coming year
occurred in Oak Hall on Thursday, April

Alson H. Robinson, Locals.

The first business transacted was the repeal of
an existing rule which prevented the election of
more than two men from any fraternity or society, to membership on the board. Under the
competitive system which is now so strongly established it is necessary to its satisfactory working and a continuance of its success, that the
best man in every case be elected to the various
positions. With the above rule in force, there
were numerous contingencies that might arise
where a man eminently fitted for a position and
who had worked hard for it, would be prevented
from receiving an appointment, and this fact
was considered sufficient cause for its repeal.
The new appointments were as follow':
From the class of 1902, Miss Geneva Boland,
F. W. Kallum, A. M. Watson, P. E. McCarthy,
E. J. Bartlett; from 1903, S. C. Dinsmore, R.
M. Connor, J. H. Hilliard, T. E. Leary, I. E.
Treworgy; from 1904, C. G. Chase, R. H.
Flynt.
The election of editor-in-chief for the year
will occur on Tuesday afternoon, April 16.
Air. P. E. McCarthy will succeed Mr. Bartlett
as business manager on May 1.
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Wm. Graves, ex-'02, spent a few days on the
campus during the Easter vacation. He was
on his way home from a business trip to Boston.
C. A. Kittredge, '03, is to be conductor on
an electric car in Portland this summer.

Just a little sunshine!
J. H. Swain, '99, was on the
campus last week.
H. W. Mansfield, whose illness
was reported in the last issue, is
slowly recovering.
On the afternoon of April 2nd, the students
formed a "B" and helped nature clean the
running track. As a result the track is clear
of snow and sufficiently dry so that it can be
used by the sprinters and distance men.
The debate between the Seniors and Juniors
was held March 28. The arguments presented
by both sides were very clear and forcible.
The judges decided in favor of the Seniors by
a few points.
The debate between the Seniors and Sophomores will be held on the evening of Thursday,
May 2, the question being, "Resolved that the
integrity of the Chinese Empire should be preserved." The Sophomore had the choice of
sides and took the affirmative. A very interesting debate is looked forward to.
Prof. Esterbrooke, was unable to return from
Bar Harbor at the close of the recess on account of illness. It is hoped that he will be
able to meet his classes this week.
Perley Walker, ex-instructor in Mechanical
Engineering, was on the campus recently.
W. M. Munson, M. S., has completely recovered from his injuries received from his fall
and will complete his post-graduate work at
Cornell University this spring, and receive the
degree of Doctor of Science.
Hal Hunt of Bowdoin, was on the campus
April to.

J. W. Butnam has taken the agency for the
New York Life Insurance Co.
Lots of sport and little study is the order of
exercises for the rest of the year.
Dr. Ryland will complete his work at this
university at the close of this school year and
will next fall take up his duties as professor of
Chemistry in Converse College, Spartanburg,
So. Carolina.
Dr. Fernald represented this university at
the convention of New England colleges held
at Boston, April 8.
S. D. Thompson took a business trip to Boston and New York during the recess.
H. E. Cole, the newly elected president of
the Y. M. C. A., represented the local association at the Presidents' conference held at
Princeton University, April 4-7.
Stanley Stewart, foreman of the shop and
instructor in shop work, spent the Easter recess at his home in Aroostook County.
A a recent meeting of the executive committee of the athletic association, Paul D. Simpson, '03, was elected assistant manager and
scorer of the baseball team and J. H. McCready,
'03, was appointed assistant treasurer of the
athletic association.
The Hon. Mr. Winslow of Portland, who was
the largest contributor to the funds for the new
gymnasium, was on the campus a few days ago
and made a careful inspection of the new building.
Weston, the popular Bangor photographer,
is giving free sittings to members of the graduating class and finishing one cabinet photo
without charge.
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Many and vexatious were the delays caused
by the floods of the past week. A good part
of the students who went home for the recess
had to re-arrange their plans for the return trip
with the result that a long array of "double
cuts" was scored.
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The netting for the cage has come at last
and batting practice is much facilitated thereby.
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The Seniors are talking of another excursion
to Millinocket such as was taken last fall. It
is rumored that a special "dollar excursion" is
be run by the B. & A. in the near future and
if such should prove the case, a number of the
seniors would undoubtedly go.
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and return. No rates were given in Maine because of the cheapness of travel on the mileage
books which are now good for bearer, but
inasmuch as the students from southern New
England would have few opportunities to use
such a book, a concession was made in their
favor and the rate of $8.00 for the round trip
given.
Prof. Aubert returned last week from a week
spent in Boston on business.

The Kappa Sigma fraternity held a very enjoyable dancing party at their chapter house
on the campus on Friday evening, March 29.
A very select company gathered by invitation
pleasantly. During
The dullness of the Easter recess was much and passed the evening
nts were served.
enlivened at the Phi Gamma Delta House by the evening light refreshme
furnished music.
an informal social gathering, held by the mem- Miss Cutler of Bangor
bers of the chapter who passed the recess on
For the first time since '97, the "co-eds" are
the
at
present
were
the campus. About fifteen
represented on the editorial staff of the college
part
first
the
for
whist
of
affair which consisted
paper. It is a natural result of the growing
passed
was
r
remainde
the
while
evening,
of the
importance of the co-educational conditions at
in dancing. The prize in whist, a bunch of this university and of a desire on the part of
roses, was won by Miss Chaplain of Bangor. the women students to be represented. It is
Refreshments were served consisting of cake one of the signs of progress here, that the comand ice cream.
petition for THE CAMPUS board is open both to
students and both are judged
When will the Prism be out? is the question men and women
from the same standards in the election of its
on everybody's tongue.
members.
The lecture which was 'to have been given
On Friday evening, March 29, the local
before the scientific association by Dr. Fernald
of Phi Kappa Sigma gave a very enon last Wednesday evening has been postponed chapter
joyable reception and dance in the Town Hall,
to a later date.
Orono, about sixty guests from Orono, Old
univerthe
The greenhouse connected with
Town and Bangor being present. Those preshorthe
in
work
ntal
sity and used for experime
ent were received by Mrs. A. W. Harris, Mrs.
appearfine
a
presents
nt,
ticultural departme
J. H. Huddilston, Mr. C. L. Cole and Mr. F.
from
visit
a
worth
well
is
and
present
ance at
M. Davis. The hall was prettily decorated in
any student that may have an hour to spare. the fraternity colors, the Phi Kappa Sigma
Nearly all the common varieties of flowering banner occupyirfg a prominent place. Pullen's
plants and many rare ones are cultivated there orchestra from Bangor furnished music for the
and at present the most of them are in bloom, dancing which began a little before nine o'clock
making an interesting floral exhibit.
and continued until a late hour. Two delegates
es
Contrary to expectation, a reduced rate was were present from each of the local fraterniti
granted by the Maine Central R. R. to Boston and societies.
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ments in this branch of mathematics, but as a
rule the requirements were found to diffet only
In the last issue it was stated that a concert in some few unimportant subjects that could
tour of the Musical clubs had been at ranged be changed without inconvenience, so that a
through Washington county for the last of certificate covering the requirements of one
April. It has since been found advisable to would embrace those of all.
give up this trip owing to the loss of some of
The three Maine colleges which are members
the most promising concerts. To fill this va • of the association were all represented, Prof.
cancy Manager Silver spent several days of the Moody being present from Bowdoin, Prof.
Easter vacation in down river towns and cities Roberts from Colby and Dr. Fernald from the
in search of dates. He arranged for two con- University of Maine.
certs. One at Belfast for April 22, under the
auspices of the Base Ball Association ci the
++++++
High school; and one at Castine for Apt il 3.
COACH J. J. MACK.
The schedule of concerts for the remainder.of
the season is as follows: Belfast, April 22; Castine, April 23: Old Town, April 27, anti BanWhen the announcement was made in a
gor, May 3. The concert at Old Town is tin- recent issue of THE CAMPUS that John J.
der the auspices of the High school, and will, Mack, of Chelsea, Mass., had been secured by
doubtless, be followed by a dance.
Nlgr. McCarthy as coach for the track team
Efforts are being made to ma the Bangor there was a feeling of general satisfaction beconcert the most successful of the season.
Pullen's orchestra of seven pieces has been engaged to furnish music for a hop after the concert. The dance is sure to attract a large dekgation of students, as many have already signified their intention of going. Special cats will
be on hand to run to college after the dance.

MUSICAL CLUB CONCERTS.

44+44+
CONVENTION OF COLLEGES.
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Representatives from sixteen of the leading
colleges of New England met in convention at
Boston University on Monday, April 8, to discuss the problems of uniformity in entrance
requirements. The meeting called out some of
the most prominent educators of New England
and topics of vital importance to the various
John J. Mack, Coach of Track Team.
colleges represented were discussed, but no
action of importance was taken. A committee cause of the numerous assurances received that
u as appointed to arrange for uniform require- he was a trainer of exceptional ability.
Coach
ments in algebra, in-so-far as it should be Mack began his career as a sprinter
and alldeemed practicable. There are a few colleges round athlete more than fifteen years
ago. He
in the association that have very high require- was not a college graduate but
took part in
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THE CAMPUS
amateur meets in various parts of the country
in which he distinguished himself as an
athlete of promise. His first coaching experience was gained with the Clinton High school
of Clinton, Ohio, which he took charge of in
the spring of 1896. He met with such remarkable success in his work with the team at that
school that after their winning of the "prepschool" championship of the states of Iowa and
Illinois, he picked five men from the team and
came east to New York to compete in the
National Interscholastic meet held in that city.
His team succeeded in winning twenty points in
the events, taking first place in the high jump
and quarter mile; second place in the shot
and the 220 and ioo yard sprints; and third
place in the half mile. Mr. Mack immediately
signed a contract with the officials of Columbia
University and from 1896 until June of 1900
he was a regular coach in the track work of that
institution. While at Columbia his most
notable work was the development of "Maxey"
Long, the famous champion quartet-mile
sprinter of the world. Other men of note in
field and track circles who were wholly or
partially trained by him, are Smith, polevaulter with a record of eleven feet and three
inches; Barker, high hurdler Nvith a record of
sixteen and two-fifths. His relay team won
for two years at Philadelphia, from the leading
colleges of New York and Pennsylvania.
During the summer Mr. Mack is the regular
coach of the Wanderers' Athletic Club, of Halifax, N. S., and in his work with their team he
has developed Stephens, champion sprinter of
Canada and winner of second vlace in the 220
yard sprint at the National Championship
games held in Boston in 1899.
After the completion of Mr. Mack's present
engagement at this university he will accompany Stephens, the Canadian sprinter, to the
Pan-American Exposition and train him for
the championship games which will be held in
Buffalo this summer.
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With this issue of THE CAMPUS the management of this department passes to other hands,
but before that happens thanks ought to be
extended to those of the alumni who, during
the past year, have aided in making the department what it has been. We have found many
willing to aid us in obtaining news of graduates
but the greater part, with a natural reserve, forget to mention their own occupation when they
happened to correspond with the board. Now,
this ought not to be the case. Nearly all who
take THE CAMPUS have communication with
the board at least once during the year, and if
at any time a personal note or information
about some one else is sent in it will go to the
proper hands and receive. consideration. The
business manager for instance will gladly turn
all such notes over to the alumni editor.
It is the object of the department to keep
alumni and students informed of the whereabouts and occupation of graduates, and from
time to time as the occasion arises to give short
sketches of what they have done since leaving
college. For both of these a little information
from those who have been here is of the greatest aid. So we ask you when writing to the
business manager to add all the news you can,
thus aiding us and giving information to those
who read these columns.
'75A recent number of the Boston Journal contained an account of the meeting of the Old
Dorchester Club, of which L. C. Southard is
president. In the list of noted men who are
members, the name of Mr. Southard occupied
a prominent place and a short account was
given of some of the recent achievements in his
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'95has just returned home
y
Murph
'Walter M.
from South Africa, where he has been with
Lord Strathcona's Horse, which formed a part
of the Canadian contingent. This regiment
'88.
did considerable scouting for Buller's army
the
of
charge
H. F. Lincoln is engineer in
and was under fire about one hundred and fifty
c
electri
and
plant
construction of a water power
times. They traversed nearly the whole of
Vt.
,
street railway in St. Albans
South Africa, making about seven thousand
miles in the saddle. Mr. Murphy was a troop
leader after the first engagement. He has been
Fred T. Dow was on the campus recent;y.

profession. During the past winter he has
conducted several important cases in a way
that showed excellent ability and keenness of
perception.
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lion. Louis C. Southard, Prominent Lawyer of Boston. (Boston

nt now
On Friday, April 12, Mr. Dow gave a talk offered a commission in the new regime
Badenon switchboard construction before the senior being raised in Canada to go with
electricals, in Wingate Hall. A large number Powell. and is still considering the offer.
NV. H. Jose, formerly of the firm of Paiien &
of students from other departments availed
themselves of the opportunity to learn of this Jose, has opened an office at 831 Tremont
Building, Boston, Mass.
interesting subject.
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A. C. Grover has recently been re-Occted
city engineer of Rutland, Vt.

Perley Walker, who was for three years
connected with the mechanical engineering
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department of this university and is at present
taking post graduate work in Cornell University, has been visiting friends in Orono for the
past week. Mr. Walker is making a siiecial
study of marine architecture at Cornell and
contemplates entering this branch of work at
the completion of his studies at that institution.
'98.
A. P. Sprague is manager of the Kansas City
branch office of the Twin City Iron Worics of
Minneapolis, Minn.

W. E. Belcher is employed by the Marshall
Foundry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
1900.
H. H. Hatch has a position with the
Marshall Foundry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
G. F. Murphy is in the employ of the Keystone Bridge Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Wallace Weston was on the campus recently.

++44++
ATHLETICS.

Rev. and Mrs. William Bartlett Jackson anTHE INVITATION MEET.
nounce the marriage of their daughter, Miss
Arrangements for the interscholastic ti ack
Grace May, to Mr. Horace Loring W hite on
and field meet which is to be held here on May
Wednesday, April 4, at Wiscasset, Me. Mr. 18 are progressing rapidly and its success is
and Mrs White will be at home at 8 So. Wiliard already an assured fact. Up to the present five
schools have written of their intention to send
St., Burlington, Vt., after April 24.
teams to compete in the events and many other
Ex-'98.
schools in Aroostook county are yet to be
E. S. Bryant has been elected city engineer heard from. The five schools which will surely
of Berlin, N. H.
be represented are Brewer, Oldtown and Orono
high schools, and the academies at Hampden
and Bucksport. The report is that much
A. E. Boynton, who recently went to Cali - enthusiasm is being shown by these schools in
fornia for his health, is now stopping at the coming event and every one is coming to
Pomona. Mr. Boynton fell ill from over work Orono with the determination to make a good
some time ago and it was thought best that showing.
The meet will be held on the U. of M.
he take a trip west. It is hoped that he will
athletic field under the management of the
be much benefited.
athletic association and the entire expenses of
C. C. Whittier is in charge of a party which the meet will be borne by the college associais making a preliminary survey for a rail'oad tion. Competent officials will be provided and
the track will be put into first class condition
in northern Mexico.
F. L. Batchelder has left the employ of Key- in order that the various events may be run
the most favorable conditions for all.
stone Bridge Co. and is now working for off under
A pennant will be awarded to the schooi
eyl & Patterson, Pittsburg, Pa.
winning the largest number of points and the
The address of C. L. Small is 861 Albert St., winners of each event vill be awarded suitable
trophies.
Long Island City, N. Y.
The purpose of this meet is to awaken an inC. W. Crockett is now working as a chemist
terest
for track athletics in eastern Manic and
for Maas & Weston, Newark, N. J.
to get the various schools that have good
J. W. Brown is drafting for the 'Westing- material for track and field sports to develop
house Machine Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
it while it is yet in the fitting school, that the
drawing students from these schools
colleges
Ex-'99.
may find them more immediately available.
Howard Brett is assistant electrician for. the
As soon as the movement that has been
Penobscot Central railway and is to be sta- started this year shall have become a regular
yearly event and the schools competing in
tioned at the power house.
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ctor, is pro sed to form
League,
Interscholastic
Maine
such as already exists in the western part oi the
state and has proved eminently successful in
bringing out the athletic material in the scnools
its membership embraces.The arrangements for
the meet this spring have been entirely in
charge of Mr. J. Arthur Hayes, manager of the
U. of M. track team of '99.
FOOTBALL.
Mr. Farley, the coach in football, wiil be on
the campus for a short time near the middle oi
May to arrange for light spring practice by the
football squad and for training during the summer. Too great importance cannot be placed
on this preliminary visit of the new coach and
it is hoped that when the date is definitely announced and the call for men made, the
response will be exceedingly enthusiastic and
general. The work that he will begin and
which will probably be continued under the
direction of Capt. Dorticos will be very light
but will serve the double purpose of giving
many of the men hints for individual training
during the summer and of getting all the men
more or less acquainted with the coach and his
methods.
The present prospects are that many men
who have never yet tried their ability on the
gridiron will be seen out on the field next month
when the call shall have been given for candidates.
TRACK.
The candidates for the track team have been
having some hard practice during the past
week. Each afternoon there is a large number
out to train and the work is progressing finely.
Coach Mack is much encouraged over the
outlook for the team this spring. From ten
o'clock in the forenoon till five thirty in the
afternoon, Mr. Mack is at the gymnasium and
thus gives each man the chance to train under
personal direction. The floor of the gymnasium has been cleared and affords excellent
opportunity for practicing in starting. The
hard wood floor is fast nearing completion but
as yet it has not been used. The running track
is in use daily both by the long distance runners and the bicycle candidates.
Last Thursday afternoon the team was on
the field for the first time. The track is in
fairly good condition but there are yet a numransett
them
F

ber of soft places, still there are many dry
stretches which may be used for starting and
sprinting. In a few days work will be begun
on the track to put it in good condition for
work. The straightaway will be cindered and
put in a suitable condition to run on. The
jumping box cannot be used for a few days yet
as the drainage of that side of the field is bad
and the water must dry up.
Mgr. McCarthy received a letter last week
from Archer Grover, '99, captain of the '99
track team and assistant coach of the 'oo team,
that he would arrive in Orono on May 3 to
coach the men in the weights and hammer.
Mr. Grover won first place in the discus for
two successive meets of the N. E. I. A. A. at
Worcester, Mass., and while in college held the
individual championship of Maine in track and
field sports.
BASEBALL.
Although the baseball field is now in fairly
good shape and some work has been done out of
doors, the new cage in the gym, which has recently been fitted out with nettings, vill be
used for practice for some time longer as it
presents ideal conditions for batting practice
and for the work of the pitchers.
Coach Rudderham arrived last week and immediately took the team in charge. Up to the
present the number of men trying for the team
from the freshman class has been discouragingly small, but now that outdoor work has
begun, it will increase rapidly.
Mr. Rudderham has some good material to
develop this season for there is no lack of
candidates for positions on the team. Coach
Magill will arrive about the first of May and
will remain with the team for the remainder
of the season. Mr. Magill has been very successful with the team for the past two seasons
and with the material at hand it seems that he
should be equally successful this season.
At the present time the outlook is for a good
fielding and batting team but without doubt the
difficulty will be in supplying men for the box.
Webber,'04, and Ross,'or, are the most promising candidates for the position, but there are
many other men who are candidates for the
position and some of them may develop into
good men.
Manager Davis has arranged a game with
Maine Central Institute to be played on the
university campus Fast Day. He has had
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THE CAMPUS
opportunities to engage a number of games in
Massachusetts and Connecticut but for the lack
of pitchers he has decided not to enter into any
agreement with these teams.
It is yet too early to draw much of a line
on the candidates, especially the new men, but
many of them are trying for definite positions.
Strickland, 1903, who has played on his class
team, is a candidate for short stop and will undoubtedly develop into a fast man. Towse,
1903, seems to be the only available man for
catcher. He shows up well in practice but it is
impossible to judge on a man until he gets on
the field. Russell, 1904, who has caught two
years on the Cony High School team, is trying
behind the bat, but when the team goes on the
field he will probably be a candidate for first
base. He is a good man at the bat and if he
makes the team will undoubtedly strengthen
them in this respect. Captain Carr, who was
put in the field during the latter part oi last
season, will, in all probability, be put in his old
position at second base. Davis, 1902, will be
found at his old position at third base. Chase,
1902, Holmes, 1902, and Larrabee,
1903, are
candidates for positions in the field.
THE SCHEDULE.
Since the publication of the baseball schedule in a previous issue several changes have
been made by Mgr. Davis and some new games
added. The notable feature is an increase in
the number of practice games that is very gratifying. Last year there were only three such
games scheduled and some of these were cancelled because of adverse weather conditions.
Following is the corrected schedule:
Apr. 24, Lewiston B. B. Club at Orono
Fast Day, M. C. I.
4,
Apr. 27, Bates
May 1, Lewiston Ath. Club
" 4, Kents Hill
" 8, Colby
" 11, Bates
" Lewiston
" 14, Amherst Agric. Col. " Amherst,Mass.
" 15, Amherst College
" 16, Tufts
" Medford "
" 18, Bowdoin
" Brunswick
" 22, Fort Preble
" Orono
" 25, Bowdoin
" 27, Colby
" Waterville
" 31, Tufts
" Orono
t4

d4

good
bt the
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nomre are
)r the
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41
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It is to be regretted that there are but two
games coming before the first college game but
no other arrangement could be made.
With two weeks of hard practice, the team
ought to be in good shape when it meets Bates
on April 27.
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JUBILEE Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION.
One of the most notable religious gatherings
ever held in this country will take place in Boston, June ro-16, at which time will occur the
50th anniversary of the founding of the
Young Men's Christian Association in Boston
and Montreal in 1851.
The meetings will be held daily under the
leadership of men who have become prominent
in Y. M. C. A. work and many special services
have been provided which will add greatly to
the interest of the occasion.
On Tuesday evening, June I I, a reception
will be held to the President of the United
States, Lord Strathcona, High Commissioner
of Canada, and to the large number of foreign
representatives who will be present. Thursday, the 13th, will be Jubilee Day, and the most
notable feature of the ceremonies will be the
unveiling of a tablet at the Old South Meeting
House in commemoration of the foundation of
the association in that building in 1851.
The music will be a feature of the meetings;
among the men of note who will help in the
services of song will be Mr. C. B. Willis, who
will lead the singing during the day services,
and Mr. Geo. C. Stebbins and Ira D. Sankey,
who will co-operate in the evening meetings.
There will also be an association quartet which
will render special selections.
There will be delegates present at this conVention from all of the civilized countries of the
world and many notable foreign workers will
be numbered among the speakers.
The most prominent speakers already
promised are: President McKinley, Lord
Strathcona of Canada, Pres. Faunce of Brown
University, Pres. Hall of Clark University,
Pres. Booker T. Washington of Tuskegee Institute, Mr. Robert E. Speer, New York,
Bishop Potter, New York, and Rev. Dr. Alexander McKenzie of Cambridge.
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University of klermont.

The Improved

BOSTON
GARTER

medical Department.
completely
This department of the University has been
e an opmedicin
of
s
reorganized, and offers to student
inmodern
of
course
h
portunity to obtain a thoroug
course,
years'
Four
.
expense
struction at a moderate
ue giving full
January first to July first. Write for catalog
particulars.
Address
DR. B. J. ANDREWS, SEC'Y,
BURLINGTON. VT.
RY FLETCHER 110,•PITA1.,

If
You
Want

The Standard
for Gentlemen
ALWAYS EASY
The Name "BOSTON
GARTER" is stamped
"PE on every loop.

Anything in the Jewelry Lin,'
Your Watch Repaired
A "Frat" Pin
Your Broken Eye-glasses Repaired.
Your Eyes Fitted With Glasses

The

an
CUSHION
BUTTON

WHY, THEN, CALL oN

W. C. B RYANT,

Jeweler arc' Optician,
BANGOR
46 MAIN STREET,
you."
•• We are bound to satisfy

sa

lie

flat to the leg—never
Slips, Tears nor Unfastens.
Lies

SOLD EVERYWHERE.
25e.
Sample pair, Silk Me., Cotton
Mailed on teceipt of price.
GEO. FROST CO., Makers,
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
Mr- EVERY PAIR WARRANTED-,11112

Eyes Cested free
By a Regular Graduate in Optics
$3.85
Solid Gold Frames, warranted
1.00
Gold Filled Frames, warranted
50
Steel or Nickel Frames. warranted
50c to $1.00
Best spherical Le114es, per pair
e psRnitl:
eG
r 70BsAwN
oT
IoS
ll'
25NSixA

Here

hcr
rator

'store
Arthur Allen Optical
GRA FFAM,
WARREN
DEALER IN

DE,

Second . Hand . and . Antique . Furniture,
,tove*, Carpets of All Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
4d-specia1 Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
:Hol,Jobbing.
44 CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR, ME.

WE WANT Not BELGIAN

HARES But
COLLEGE HA I NS.

The New Blue siore BARBER SIIIIP,
TIMOTHY E. CON NOR, PROP
First shop above Exchange Street
7 1 Exchange St.,
Cor. Washington St.
Depot.
Bangor
Chairs.
Three
flight.
Up one

H. J. COVELLE, Optician Specialist,
(Graduate Spencer Optical Institute, New York.)
Ten years' experience in practical refraction work.
Complete prescription department in connection.
Scientific lens grinding—highest quality—Fair prices.

54 Main Street,

MD

BANGOR

A Well Dressed Man
Is more particular about his ncckwear
than anything else. Its always in evidence.

Our Spring Styles Are Ready.
Get our prices on Dress Suits.

You

will be well dressed.

"THE HUB,"
Harry D. Stewart,
State and Exchange Sts.
Oliver Bid,
''Come in and See Us." We enjoy Callers.

horse,

Students, patronize those who patronize us.
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"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

the Equitable Life
Assurance Society
•

OF THE UNITED STATES.

1

,p

The Equitable is the strongest financially, •
safest in security, and first in quality,
having as a guarantee for present security
and future dividends, over sixty-six millions of surplus.

L E. TREWORGY,
Agent9

ver
ns.

H OM HALL

kers,
A.
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Style
of
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the Guyer Soft hat.
*AN-

WC are SOLE AGENTS
and hope for a Share of
the College Patronage.

SHAVE, SIR?
Here's the handiest shop for U. of M. students—right
where the cars stop. You can't find a fault with our
razors, our shears or our work. Three chairs.
"En silOP,
DEARBORN'S"
16 It IA I) ST.. BA N4

4114.

Wiley Clothing Co.,
) Hammond

Street.

•
;The Franklin Typewriter.

t

T,; the Simplest, Easiest, Fastest Running and Most
Durable Typewriter on the market.

leckwear
in evi-

t,.

TO THE DEAF.
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and noises
in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artificial Ear
Drums, gave $10,00o to his Institute, so that
deaf people unable to procure the Ear Drums,
may have them free. Address No. 4783, The
Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth Avenue, N. Y

A POWERFUL MANIFOLDER.
•

Second-hand Typewriters, all makes, Bought,;
Sold, and Rcnted. Typewriters sold on the install- •
•
ment plan. For particulars address or call on.
•

You

Sts.

PRICE $75.00

A. L. ROBINSON,
State Agent.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

99 Main Street, Auburn, Maine.
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MANDOLIN CLUBS EVERYWHERE
that make a success play thefamous

WASHBURN

INS
ATIandBD

Whe.n you reflect thatyou can get a genuine
Washburn,the same as used by Aht,..Siegel. and
4 0 up. what
other great players from $1.52
ion!
imitat
fatly to put up with an
The merely curious as well as those ready
to hay are welcome to inspect our stock of
Washhurns
BeautifulSouvenir Washburn Catalog
containing Portraits ofartists free.
Sold by Leading Music Dealers Everywhere.
LYON & HEALY, Mfrs., Chicago.

WE

Hot
Stre

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
The 82nd Annual Course of Lectures began Thursday, December 27, I900, and will continue twenty-six weeks.
Four courses of lectures will be required of all who hereafter
matriculate as first-course students.
The courses are graded and cover Lectures. Recitations, Laboratory Work and Clinical Instruction.
The Senior or graduating class will receive their entire instruction at Portland, where excellent clinical facilities will be afforded
at the Maine General hospital.
FACULTY.—.W. DEWITT HYDE, D. D. President; I. T. DANA,
M. D., Emeritus Professor of Pathology and Practice; A. MITCHELL,
M. D., Pathology and Practice; F. II. GERRISII, M. D., Anatomy;
S. H. WEEKS, M. D., Surgery and Clinical Surgery; C. 0. Hum*,
M. D., Materia Medica and Therapeutics; F. C. ROBINSON, A. M.,
Chemistry; L. A. EMERY, LL. D., Medical Jurisprudence; C. D.
SMITH, M. D., Physiology and Public Health; J. F. Timm rsox,
M. D., Diseases of Women; A. R. Motivros, M. D., Mental Diseases; W. B. MOULTON, M. D., Clinical Professor of Eye and Ear,•
C. A. RING, M. D., Obstetrics; A. S. THAYER, M. D., Diseases of
Children; ALFRED KING, M. D., Instructor in Anatomy; F. N.
WHITTIER, M. D., Instructor in Bacteriology and Pathological
Histology; H. H. BROCK, M. D., Instructor in Surgery; E. J.
McDoriouGH, M. D., Instructor in Histology.
For catalogue apply to
ALFRED MITCHELL, M. D., Dean.
BRUNSWICK, ME., April 15, 1900.

•
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McCullough,t

College Agent for

TYLISH
HIRT
TORE,
• 141

flUNROE ST.,

•
•

LYNN, MASS.

for Spring
it I have just received a full line of samples
and Summer Custom -Made Suits and am pre• paired to fill all orders for the same immediately.

•
•
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HELLENBRAND
OLD TOWN, ME.,

UP-TO-DATE ot FURNISHERS.
ALL THE LATE
NOVELTIES IN

Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear.

Special inducements in way of discounts to U. of M. Students.

HELLENBRAND & CO., Old Town, Me.

Globe Steam Laundry,

HIATT'S PENS
TIE MOST PERFECT OF PENS,

PORTLAND, ME.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

HAVE GAINED THE

CRAND PRIZE
Paris Exposition, 1900.
This is the Highest Prize ever Awarded tn Pens.

THE LARGEST
AND BEST EQUIPPED;

Portrait Photography

LAUNDRY
IN THE STATE.

•

••••••...•••••••••••••••
WE COLLECT MONDAY MORNING AND DELIVER
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

Baskets at Alpha, Beta, Mt. Vern()n
Houses, Oak Hall and Averill's Store, Mill
Street, Orono.
Slips, Bags, Etc., can be obtained of

IS NOW A QUESTION OF

HIGH GRADE produced by expert artists using the best
materials, under personal supervision
and aiming for Quality.
LOW GRADE made by inferior help, with cheap materials, aiming for the word Profit at
least expense.
lar-The name on your photos mark- .% our choice.

heath Studio, 6 State St., Bangor.
HIGH GRADE PORTRAITS.
PLATINUM OR CARBON.

H. E. COLE,

Agent,

311 OAK HALL

Photographs,

Cameras,
Photographic Supplies
Pictures and Frames.

WORK GUARANTEED.
pring

i)re-

Ments Gloves
For the Street
For Driving

All the grades and kinds
good enough to carry
our guaranty.

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS.

Lyford & Woodward,

J. F. CJERRITY eic CO.,

HATTERS,

Public Library Building

BANGOR, MAINE

I >iinlap and Stetson Agency.

Mention The Campus and it will greatly assist us.

2.; Hammond Street.
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"Queen of Sea Routes"
Between Boston, Mass.,
Norfolk, Va., Old Point, Va., Richmond, Va., Baltimore, Md.,
Washington, D. C.,
kaiLl

flu

paint.s

•

Have

and

Merchants & Miners Transportation Co.
STEA1HII

LANES.

Four sailings each week from Boston. Steamers new, fast and elegant.
Accommodations and cuisine unsurpassed.
Tickets include meals and state-room.
Jr Mustratief Booklet

anal piillellit?

.

A. M. GRAHAM, Agent, Boston, Mass.
V. P. TURNER, G. P. A.

66

Watche
Club an4
Gol

Mason

A. D. STEBBINS, A. T. M. J. C. WHITNEY, Traffic Manager.
General Offices, Baltimore, Md.

Consultat
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)000 00 ">0000000
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Co Young men
PRICES INTEREST
A L L,
LOTH/N6

Young men think more about style than anyone
else—but often they are not particular enough
about fit—fact is the fit is the most important
element of the style.

MILITARY BACK with
PADDED SHOULDERS
is the great thing this year. We knew the
young men would take to it and you can't embarrass us then for
a minute. We've got them and are ready for the young man
who wants the proper thing—

ROUGH FABRICS, CHEVIOTS, SERGES,
WORSTEDS in all the new and snappy patterns.
You are sure to find what you want here and we
are always happy to serve the U. of M. Boys.

Standard Clothing Co.,
14 WEST

MARKET SQUARE,

J. F. CROWLEY, MANAGER.
000 0 0000.0 000000000

000•00•00000000000

-22z.r

BANGOR, ME.

'0000.0•00000 00000000000
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Ramsdell si halloran,
Photographers,
3 MAIN ST.,

i4

Have your Clothes Cleansed,Pressed
Dyed and Repaired at

E. J. POOLER'S
66 STATE ST., BANGOR, 11E.
STEPHEN LANE FOLGER,

of the Progress •
•
•
and Prosperity it will •
•
;bring.
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

;
.

f:.

•

••

Chas. H. Glass & Co.,

•
t

NEW YORK.

•
• Post Office Avenue,
•

Member American Society of Civil Engineers

40

11.
.
•

BANGOR, ME.
••
‘
S.

4•
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•
• It will be our aim, as ••

Masonry--Steel Construction, Docks, Bridges

EDWIN DWIGHT GRAVES

0

a

Printers,

•
•

200 BROADWAY,

Consultation Solicited

0

share

4

BANGOR, ME.

Watches—Diamonds—Jewelry.
Club and College Pins and Rings.
Gold and Silver Medals.

We wish you a Happy •
•
New Century and your •
•

•

heretofore, to do only
FIRST CLASS
PRINTING

•
•
•
•

;at reasonable prices.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

;
*0••+•••••••••••••••+•

A lien's Wear Store.
If we had to live oil men's wear alone, we couldn't sell men's furnishings at the prices we do. We keep a men's wear store, however governed by the dry goods store idea. In Men's Underwear,
hosiery, Neckwear. Dress and Fancy Shirts, etc., we carry those
sensible lines that men appreciate. and we sell them at economical
dry goods prices.

Men's Suit Cases at About Hall.

Comfort and

Coolness.
Comfortable Summer Underwear, Men's
Cowhide or Bridle Leather Suit Cases,
Suits and drawers to keep cool in. We have with double steel frames, double straps, sole
a word to say about that sort. One can't keep
cool when crawling underwear plays ragtime leather corners, patent lock ; regular price
with his nerves. We have a special make of $5.5o and $6.00. at
balbriggan for hot weather wear. You can
$3.98 Each.
keep cool in it with comfort.
Leather Finish Pedroid Suit Cases.
Our Laundered and
2 2 inch size, $1.39
24 inch size, $1.49.
Unlaundered White Shirts
Regular prices above are $2.00 and $2.50.
, at soc and 76c each, are marvelous values, the
Are you acquainted with our Book De/ full equal oi those sold in "men's" stores at
75c and $1.00.
partment? If not you ought to be.
A Discount of Ten Per Cent. From Our Lowest Prices to Students.
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H REPAIRING!
WRIGHT, KAY & CO., WATC
All work first=class and warranted.
Manufacturers of High Grade

Fraternity

Fraternity EMBLEMS,

All kinds of
No job too difficult.
prescriptions
Optical work. Oculist's
filled

JEWELRY,

Fraternity NOVELTIES, Fraternity STATIONERY,
Fraternity INVITATIONS, Fraternity PROGRAMS
Fraternity ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Send for Catalogue and Price List.
Special Designs on application.

ADOLF PFAFF,

BANGOR, MAINE.

J. Fitzgerald,

38 MAIN STREET,
BANGOR.

IlEADOyARTERS FOR

PlEN'S

Detroit, Mich.

140-142 Woodward Ave.,

25 HAMMOND STREET

FINE FURNISHINGS.

Hats, Caps, Gloves, Nightshirts, Hosiery, &c.
Men's and Ladies' Neckwear a Specialty.

OLDTOIALN

The Place to
get your

IS

CIeaing and DoeiRg EstoMistimeol
Ladies' Cr Gentlemen's Garments
Cleaned, Dyed, Repaired and
Pressed in

whenBaorinn

Lunch or Meal
Tr.7

C. E. ADAM
DINING ROOMS
54 Main Street.

S

LUNCH ROOMS
Hammond Street.

Up-to-Date Style.

Oldtown, 1
E. W. Gould, Main St.,
Near B.& A. B.H. crossing

Formerly with the Bangor Dye House.

THIS IS AN AGE OF LOW PRICES AND
GREAT VALUES.

Cabinet Photos, $1.50 per dozen.
Cabinet Photos, $2.50 per dozen.

I
•
•

6lossy finish.
Dull finish.

Frank C. Weston, PH OTE?AGNRGAOPRH ER,

BICYCLES,
BICYCLE SUNDRIES,
BICYCLE REPAIRING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

FRED C. PARK,
MILL STREET, ORONO.

•

To Punt and Make Good Gains, Call on

Larry Gibbons, Custom Tailor
Clothing Cleansed, Pressed and Repaired
BY SKILLED WORKMEN.
I also carry a fine line of
Ready—lade Clothing and (lents' Furnishings

Fine line of samples ..to select from.
I guarantee a good fit.
Workmanship first-class.
Bring in your cloth and have a suit made.

H. F. GIBBONS, No. 7 Folsom Block, Old Town.
Advertisers want to know if their advertisem,vzt is noticed by the students.
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Book Binding.

-INEi11111111111111=111111.1111111.
High Ideals

fREET

We bind any kind of a Magar.ine
or Book in any style of Binding. IV(
do it well and at prices to snit you.

'REET,

Mai/ orders will receive prompt attention. lrrite for prices.

R.

F. A. LANDERS,

Public Library Building.
BANGOR, ME.

lead to success in life and in fountain pen manufacture.

Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality they are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award at the International
Exposition UniverseIle, in Paris, 1900.

L. E. Waterman Co•9

Largest Fountain Pen
Manufr's
the world.

155-157 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

t in
Bangor

fS
I Street.
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CHAS. A. DILLINGHAM

154

Exchange Street.

Bangor. Me.

•
TELEPHONE 56-4.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••

Make Me YOUR Tailor
There are just two kinds of Custom
Tailoring—the carelessly done, unsatisfactory kind, and my kind.
Surely you don't want the first.

•

made.

wn.

LYMAN B. CURRIER,
50 MAIN

STREET,

BANGOR
Advertisers want to know if their advertisement is noticed by the students.
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J. N. V. LANE,

new firm

SUPPLIES,
L
ELECTRICA
Batteries, Insulated Wires
Instruments.
and Line Equipment.

new Goods

BANGOR. ME.
54 STATE STREET,E 112-2.
TELEPHON

W. J. LARGAY and GEO. L. MUNCE
invite the College Students to call and examine their new line of

beadquarters for

CUSTOM AND READY MADE

Base Ball,
NG
Foot Ball and
: CLOTHI
SEE OUR LINE OF
Athletic Goods.
NECKWEAR,
Stearns, Crescent, Yale and
GLOVES and
FURNISHINGS
Eagle Bicycles.
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

LARGAY & MUNCE, Clubs Supplied at Factory Prices.
BANGOR, ME.

23 STATE ST.,

BONG011,SPORTING,GOODS CO.,

A. J. DURGIN,

E. II. 1).\ KIN, Prop.

DEALER IN

Furniture,

Hardware,
ORONO, MAINE

We

H. M. BURNHAM,
Druggist and Apothecary.
Bookseller and Stationer.
Agent for Kodak Cameras. Photographic Supplies.
19 CENTRE ST., OLD TOWN, ME.

DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
14 and 20 Main St.,

E. M. ESTERBROOK, Mgr.

UNION STEAM LAUNDRY,

to be fa

Pric

Finely Equipped—Most Careful Employees.
Laundry Bags, 1
Lists and
()F
ation
Inform
Work Collected Monday, delivered Thursday; Collected Thursday, delivered
Saturday. The only laundry "on the Campus," which makes two
Collections a Week.

W. R. Bartlett, 209 Oak Hall.

We rnanu

Golf Hatt
goods to I

GEO. E. WEBSTER, Prop.
154 !lain Street,

OLD TOWN, ME

IVhen purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.

Tee per ce
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ES,
ME.

•

SELL
;EVERYTHING
•

TO
SLEEP
• ON,

and

ices.

SIT
•
ON,
•
WALK
41 ON.

Strictly
One Price!

CHANDLER
AN D
COMPANY

We do not hesitate to say that we
keep the largest and best selected stock
of Dry and Yancy Goods kept in Bangor. We make a specialty of Men's
Furnishing Goods includingfine Shoes,
Dress Shit Cases, Umbrellas, Hosiery,
Cuffs and Collars, Handkerchiefs, etc.
We sell goods at strictly one low
price. We will refund the money to
any customer who will say they can
buy the same goods cheaper elsewhere.
Bring in your sisters, mothers and
aunts if you wish to buy an outside garment of any description at the
•
lowest possible price.

Hammond
Street,
Bangor.

1

Furniture,
Carpets,
Draperies.

The E. C. _Nichols Co.

lu•,

tK, mgr.

We Lead the Procession
IN

THE

FINEST

LINE

OF

Gents' Clothing and Furnishing Goods
to he found east of Boston. This

19

upplies.

has been a (old spring, but we have got the hot stuff on our
tables that are bargains. Nofancy prices but we
have got the fancy stuff, and can
show you the nobbiest line of suit patterns (artfully select
edfrom fancy
check and striped worsteds with both single and double
breasted and six button Vests you ever looked at.

Prices $5.00, $6.50, $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Top Coats, $5, $6, $8, $io and $12.
Golf Suits, $4 to $6.
Unlined Blue Golf Coats, $2, $2.50 and $3.00.

We manufacture all our pants and can save you from
5oc to $1 per pair. We have the nobbiest line of neckwear made.
Golf flats and Caps, Trunks, Suit Cases, Grips, Umbrellas
and Mackintoshes; in fact the finest line of up-to-date
goods to be found in the city. A look at them will convin
ce you that the place to save a dollar is at

CLARK & CO's•
N

M

inpus.

SUCCESSORS TO OAK & CLARK.

Ten per cent discount to students
honey refunded if not satisfactory

30 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.

When purchasing of our advertisers mention The Campus.
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Che mutual Benefit Life Insurance company
OF NEWARK, N. J.

T urnishes the Best Insurance at the Lowest Cost.
AlL-TUAL BENEFIT policies contain special and peculiar advantages not combined in
the policies of any other company.

Reference is had by permission, to President A. W. Harris.

C. T. HAWES, District Agent,

-

Columbia Building, Bangor, rlaine.

Nothing is Just as Good
For you as what you want. Perhaps you've discovered that the offer
of something you don't ask for often covers a small stock. Our stock
is law enough to .47-ive you just what you want. In variety it is representative of the best, whether in medicines, soaps, pc/fumes or drugs.
1,'hen you can't get what you want elsewhere, try at

Nichols' Drug Store,

Orono, Maine.

11 7icit purchasing a/ our allzvrtiscrs mention Thc Campus.

